Nanomaterials as Electrochemical Labels for Biosensors
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Abstract

In recent years, many efforts have been carried out to develop alternatives to the use of enzymes as electroactive labels. Nanomaterials have been used for many applications in the development of electrochemical biosensors and currently the use of modified nanoparticles is booming in this research area. This mini review is focused in the use of electroactive metallic nanoparticles modified with a biologic element for electrochemical biosensing.
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Mini Review

Nanotechnology has played a key role in the development of biosensors over the past decade. Due to their effects (small size, surface and interface and quantum size), nanomaterials can improve analytical characteristics of biosensors, such as stability, repeatability, and sensitivity. Generally, electrochemical biosensors based on nanomaterials canamplify the sensitivity by enabling a greater loading of the sensing surface with bioreceptors, and the use of nanomaterials also helps to increase charge and electron transfer [1-3].

The use of nanomaterials in biosensing technology is highly influenced by their properties, which depends on the synthesis, and therefore its quality, and on subsequent modifications, both biological or chemical. Recent trends have shown the conjugation of nanomaterials with biomolecules or target analytes through a wide range of interactions, such as physical adsorption, covalent attachment, and electrostatic interaction [4]. Nanomaterials can be functionalized with polymers or biomolecules to achieve higher biocompatibility, making possible the integration of these materials in biosensors. Nevertheless, any coating must be attached to the nanomaterials before their use [5]. Bioassays are based on the affinity interaction between the analyte and the labelled bioreceptor. This interaction is designed to produce a measurable signal, detected with a proper transducer.

Over the last years, nanomaterials have attracted much attention as labels in the development of affinity electrochemical biosensors. A wide range of nanomaterials is used, ranging from noble metal nanoparticles (NPs), inorganic nanoparticlesor carbon nanomaterials to quantum dots (QDs).

An interesting possibility is the modification of the nanomaterials with biological elements, such as avidin or biotin and basing the performance of the biosensor in the biotin-avidin specific recognition. In our group, some experiments of this type have been developed using quantum dots and metal-modified titanium phosphate nanoparticles (MTiPNPs) coated with biotin or streptavidin [6-8]. QDs and MTiPNPs can be used as detection label in electrochemical voltammetric biosensors thanks to its metallic electroactive species. After taking place the affinity interaction, detection is carried out by measuring the cations generated from the corresponding metallic nanolabels [9]. An overview of the process is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of an electrochemical biosensor using metallic nanoprobes.
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